In the early development of gas turbines, many empirical design rules were used; for example in obtaining fluid deflection using the deviation from blading angles, in the assumption of zero radial velocities (so-called radial equilibrium) 
Introduction
Dr Budugur Lakshminarayana graduated from Mysore University in India and came to Liverpool University as a research student in 1960. With one of the authors ͓JHH͔ he studied tip clearance effects in axial compressors, gaining his Ph.D. and becoming a Leverhulme Research Fellow of the University in 1963. He then moved to Pennsylvania State University to work with Dr. George Wislicenus, and enjoyed a most successful research career there for nearly 40 years, in recent years as an Evan Pugh Professor of Aerospace Engineering, the highest honor bestowed on a faculty member of the University.
Lakshminarayana's career thus spanned a period in turbomachinery research, performance and design which is remarkable in that this field of engineering changed from one largely of empirical methods, coupled with some simple analysis and experimental work, through to the modern day when computational fluid dynamics ͑CFD͒ plays a dominant role. Lakshminarayana made substantial contributions across the whole field ͑many but not all are referenced in his book on turbomachinery, ͓1͔͒, so it is appropriate that this paper should attempt to a wide review of that changing scene.
The Early Post War Years
In the late 1940s and early 1950s, axial compressor and turbine design relied substantially on empirical correlations of data.
Compressors.
For axial compressors these data came from cascade tests of blades with prescribed profiles, usually C4, C5, NACA series, double circular arc, coupled with some simple analytical methods. ͑Cumpsty ͓2͔ has illustrated how blading of these various profile shapes giving the same deflection can have substantially different pressure distributions, but this was to some extent ignored in the early compressor work.͒ The mean line design of axial compressors relied on cascade data for flow deviation and limiting deflections ͑the work of Howell ͓3͔ and Carter and Hughes ͓4͔ at the National Gas Turbine Establishment ͑NGTE͒, the NACA cascade data and Lieblein's diffusion factor, ͓5͔͒. There was but a limited understanding of the physics of the flow, and the approach to compressor fluid mechanics was essentially incompressible.
For compressor stages of low hub-tip ratio requiring variation in blade geometry along the blade length, simple radial equilibrium theory ͑involving the assumption of zero radial velocity͒ was used, usually coupled with free vortex, forced vortex or ''halfvortex'' distributions of tangential velocity (c ϭa/r, c ϭbr, and c ϭa/rϩbr, where a and b were constants͒. Cascade data also provided information on profile and secondary losses and reasonably efficient machines could be designed quite simply with this analytical/empirical combination. Difficulties arose when maximum permissible stage loadings were exceeded; other problems of stage matching were encountered off design.
2.2 Turbines. Gas turbine designs had almost always involved free vortex simple radial equilibrium theory ͑Whittle had an early influence here, see ͓6͔͒, together with empirical information on blade section performance. In the UK, the latter was based less on comprehensive cascade data than on steam turbine experience with impulse and 50% reaction blading, and interpolation in between these ͑Ainley and Mathieson ͓7͔͒. Efficiency was estimated using empirical expressions for basic two-dimensional loss, secondary loss, and clearance loss. Allowance was made in most turbine designs for onedimensional compressible flow ͑this was quite well understood, as subsequently presented by Shapiro ͓8͔ in his classic text͒. But we should note the early attempts at NACA in the early 1950s to provide sound analytical bases for two-dimensional design of turbine blade profiles in compressible flow. The work of Wu and Brown ͓9͔ in solving approximately the direct problem of the flow through cascades of given shape was developed into a full CFD solution much later by Novak ͑see Section 4.1͒. But Stanitz ͓10͔ provided an early basis for turbine blading design-the indirect ͑or inverse͒ problem of obtaining the required blade shape once the surface velocity distribution had been prescribed. This led to the so-called PVD ͑prescribed velocity distribution͒ method.
This was a remarkably sophisticated method which, coupled with a simple first approximation method also devised by Stanitz ͓11͔, was widely used in design of PVD turbine blading, particularly by Rolls Royce in the UK.
The Intermediate Period
Analytical research began to have greater impact on this largely practical design approach towards the end of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s. We discuss four particular areas here.
Blade to Blade Flows.
Apart from the NACA research on the inverse ͑design͒ problem described above, there had been much work on the direct ͑analysis͒ problem of the twodimensional potential flow in given compressor and turbine cascades. Lakshminarayana's book on turbomachinery, ͓1͔, gives a useful review of work using conformal transformation, quoting names such as Howell, Carter, and Hughes, Weinig ͓12͔, Kraft ͓13͔, and Garrick ͓14͔. But in truth such methods were rarely used directly in design, and by now singularity methods for computation of the twodimensional incompressible blade to blade flows were becoming available ͑e.g., Schlicting and Scholz ͓15͔, Martensen ͓16͔, but again see Lakshminarayana ͓1͔ for other references͒. Two analytical pieces of work, providing ''exact'' solutions for specific blade profiles, ͑Gostelow ͓17͔ for incompressible flow and Hobson ͓18͔ for compressible flow͒ were useful in checking these numerical solutions, which were later also developed to allow for boundary layer growth on the blade surfaces.
Some further attention was also given to profile design to give low profile loss ͑rather than deviation minimisation, which had no intrinsic advantage, since the camber could always be changed to give a required gas outlet angle͒. Two approaches may be mentioned here, those of Stratford ͓19͔ and le Foll ͓20͔. The former suggested that if the boundary layer was taken to close to separation, and maintained in that condition, the profile loss should be small because the surface shear stress ͑and hence the blade drag͒ would be small. However, that argument neglected the dissipation in the boundary layer which continues, and even increases, as the shear stress falls to zero. Le Foll applied very advanced ideas to turbine blade design. He started by specifying the boundary layer parameters as a function of surface length, converted these to a surface velocity distribution, and then used inverse design to produce a blade with the specified boundary layer. Blades designed in this way were tested successfully by C. A. Parsons in the UK but the approach was too complicated to achieve general use.
Secondary Flow.
Hawthorne ͓21,22͔ and L. H. Smith ͓23͔ made substantial progress in understanding the fluid mechanics of secondary flow, but attempts to integrate this work into design methods were not very successful; the problems of secondary and clearance loss were dominant and indeed remain so to this day. In compressors the classical secondary flow is not so strong because the blade turning is low. However, the end-wall boundary layers are thick and are prone to separate in the corner between the suction surface and the end-wall. This separation is greatly influenced by both secondary flows, which tend to exacerbate it, and tip leakage flows, which tend to prevent separation.
In turbines secondary flows are strong and very complex. The detailed flow pattern was first established by Langston et al. ͓24͔ who performed experiments on a large turbine cascade. With thick inlet boundary layers it was found that classical inviscid secondary flow theory does a remarkably good job in predicting the variations in exit flow angle. However, quite strong secondary flows persist even when there is no inlet boundary layer entering the blade, because of the growth of the end-wall ''boundary layer'' within the blade passage ͑see Section 4.4͒. Inviscid secondary flow theory clearly cannot predict these and viscous CFD calculations are necessary. Prediction of secondary loss is much more difficult than predicting the exit angle variations and for many years predictions were based on empirical correlation, e.g., Ainley and Mathieson ͓7͔ and Dunham and Came ͓25͔, which contained relatively little modelling of the underlying physics. The first successful CFD prediction of turbine secondary flow was performed by one of Lakshimarayana's students, Chunill Hah, in 1984, ͓26͔. Nowadays such calculations have become routine ͑an example will be shown in Section 4.4͒; however, the accurate prediction of the loss arising from secondary flows in still not possible because of the limitations of turbulence and transition modeling.
3.3 Through-Flow Methods. In the late 1960s streamline curvature methods ͑e.g., see Smith ͓27͔ and Stubner ͓28͔, for possibly the first references to computer codes in use in the engine companies͒ and matrix through-flow methods ͑Marsh ͓29͔ following Wu ͓30͔͒ started to replace the simple radial equilibrium calculations. These represented the start of the practical application of CFD to turbomachinery design. These methods still required empirical input for the blade row loss and deviation but they allowed designs with arbitrary vortex distributions to be developed. Their impact was substantial in low-pressure steam turbines where streamline curvature effects are very large and the earlier methods sometimes led to negative reaction at the rotor root. These through-flow methods remain the backbone of the modern compressor and turbine design process. They are used both in the design mode, where the enthalpy or angular momentum changes are specified and the flow angles are sought, and in the analysis mode where specified machine geometry is analyzed to predict its off-design performance. Streamline curvature methods have become dominant because they are better able to cope with transonic flow in the analysis mode. All methods still rely heavily on empirical input, but many have been developed to the stage where they model complex features such as end-wall boundary layers, secondary flows, tip leakage flows, and turbulent mixing.
Clearance Flows.
Steam turbine designers had allowed for clearance losses in a simplified way. Now more detailed studies were undertaken for compressors, particularly by Rains ͓31͔ at Caltech and Dean at MIT ͓32͔.
Lakshminarayana's work at Liverpool ͑with JHH͒, on the fundamentals of tip clearance flows in compressor cascades, ͓33͔, was useful subsequently in two ways-in giving information on how blade lift varied along the blade span and on the magnitude of the tip clearance loss. In a fundamental experiment he studied the flow through a gap ͑2͒ equal to twice the simulated blade clearance cut at the midspan of a cascade of compressor blades, and in a set of comprehensive measurements showed how the clearance loss was created by the vorticity shed from the blades ͑he designed and used a ''vortometer''-a very small shrouded propeller which measured rotation directly͒. The experimental data ͑which also included pressure measurements round the blades along the span, right up to and including the tip section͒ led the authors to hypothesize that a finite lift remained at the end of the blade, which was termed the retained lift. This has been a matter of some controversy, it being argued that even with a small clearance space no lift should be retained in an inviscid flow. We investigate this further below in Section 4.2, using modern CFD.
Knowing the shed vorticity Lakshminarayana was able to make a fair assessment of the kinetic energy contained in the concentrated ''forced'' vortex and hence the induced drag associated with clearance.
Two equations are important in this formulation; ͑a͒ for the retained lift fraction ͑K͒,
which applies for 0.01Ͻ(/s)Ͻ0.1, where s is the blade pitch, and ͑b͒ for the induced drag
where ARϭ(h/c) is the blade aspect ratio ͑see Lakshminarayana ͓34͔͒. Both these expressions are open to the criticism that they were formulated for a uniform entry flow with no end-wall present; further the induced drag is essentially an inviscid phenomenon and so cannot be locally related to entropy creation. Lakshminarayana did other experiments introducing two other effects-a mild entry shear and with a shear created by an end-wall. But here he was mainly interested in calculating the outlet angle changes due to secondary flow and tip clearance; he did not modify Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ for retained lift and loss.
Lakshminarayana's clearance loss expression has been widely used; and his expression for the retained lift has been used by other authors in end-wall flow calculations, as we shall discuss later below in Section 4.3.
A Retrospective View of These Two Periods Using CFD
We shall now look back at some of the analytical/empirical methods of the 1950-1970 periods in the light of the powerful computational methods now available. We consider four examples-flow deviation, annulus wall blockage, tip clearance flows, and secondary flows.
Deviation Rules.
Deviation is mainly an inviscid phenomenon and can be thought of as the natural consequence of the divergence of the stream lines from the suction surface in a diffusing flow. For highly loaded blades it is significantly increased by the displacement effect of the rapidly growing boundary layer. The NGTE rule for nominal ͑near design͒ deviation in compressors was originally formulated by Constant ͓35͔ in the form
where is the blade camber. For heavily loaded turbine blades with a flat suction surface downstream of the throat, the usual steam turbine practice had been to take the outlet angle as ␣ 2 ϭcos Ϫ1 (o/s), n where o is the throat width, s is the blade pitch, and subscript 2 indicates the flow downstream of the trailing edge. This implied that at sonic exit flow the deviation was zero for these blades; it was assumed to remain zero at subsonic exit speeds but increased as the blades were over expanded at pressure ratios above critical ͑see Taylor ͓36͔, quoted by Horlock ͓37͔͒. Ainley and Mathieson ͓7͔ provided a more sophisticated correlation, showing how a ͑small͒ difference between ␣ 2 and cos Ϫ1 (o/s) varied with ␣ 2 for straight backed turbine blades; they also gave a correction for the curvature between throat and suction surface.
These deviation rules were striking in their simplicity. Indeed one would have thought they would follow from simple pitch averaged equations of continuity and momentum ͑see, for example, Horlock and Marsh ͓38͔͒ but we have not been able to locate any convincing semi-analytical derivations. An attempt by one of the authors ͓JHH͔, in unpublished work with Novak, was based on a Taylor series expression for perturbation velocities across the pitch. This was an approach originally proposed by Wu and Brown ͓9͔ in their remarkable early paper leading to finite difference solutions for two-dimensional channel flows. A simple analysis, using only two terms in the Taylor series, leads to the following form for the deviation at the trailing edge ͑station 2͒ of a thin bladed cascade,
For a circular arc compressor cascade this expression becomes
For a flat-backed turbine cascade (d 2 ␤/dx 2 ) 2 will be zero at the trailing edge so from ͑4͒ the deviation would be predicted as zero, the old steam turbine assumption.
This analysis is attractive in its simplicity. But it is a channel flow solution and requires a hypothetical straight tail to be added to the blades to meet the Kutta condition. Further the power dependence nϭ2 for the space-chord ratio ͑which follows from using the two terms in the Taylor series͒ leads to low values of deviation and gives no valid comparison with the Howell and Carter rules. Others applied singularity methods with various assumptions to allow for the Kutta condition at the trailing edge. Gostelow had originally allowed the rear stagnation point to move round a rounded trailing edge in his exact solutions, suggesting that the position giving equal surface velocities near the trailing edge would be a good approximation to a real flow with a realistic deviation. Smith ͓42͔ suggests that placing the downstream stagnation point on the end of the camber line gave a reasonably good answer. Gostelow also tried alternative hypotheses for the Kutta condition, extrapolating the pressure distribution to give equal pressures at the trailing edge; later, with colleagues, he allowed for an effective additional blade thickness due to boundary layer growth. Correct application of the Kutta condition remains a problem in many modern CFD calculations.
It is
Miller and Serovy ͓43͔ fully explored these various hypotheses in a comprehensive set of calculations of two-dimensional cascade flow ͑involving finite difference solutions of the through-flow equations͒. Generally their calculated values of deviation gave low values in comparison with the NGTE rules and the NACA data ͑illustrating that the potential flow calculation, while giving the major part of the deviation, will not give completely accurate answers unless experimental data is fed in to fix the Kutta condition or viscous effects associated with the boundary layers are included in the calculation͒.
The importance of inclusion of viscous effects if deviation is to be calculated accurately was confirmed by subsequent work by Wang, Hetherington, and Goulas ͓44͔ who also used a finite difference approach to the solution of the partial differential equation for the Wu/S2 stream function. They included viscous effects by successively calculating the velocity field, the corresponding stress tensor, the viscous dissipative force, and the entropy generation, correcting the vorticity and then feeding this back into the partial differential equation for the stream function. This would appear to be a comprehensive and sophisticated CFD calculation of cascade flows and it suggested that deviation in compressor cascades could indeed be calculated accurately in comparison with the NACA correlation ͑less good agreement was obtained with the Carter rules͒. Such agreement is perhaps surprising as the number of grid points used by Wang et al. within the boundary layer would be far less than that used today.
The conclusion from this CFD work is that the direct problem, i.e., the solution of the two-dimensional flow in given cascades can be calculated reasonably well if the flow is steady, fully turbulent and if the viscous effects are included in a modern calculation method. We shall return to the question of steady or unsteady flow later.
Clearance Flows and Losses.
A modern CFD code, derived from that described by Denton ͓45͔, has been used to calculate the flow in Lakshinarayana's cascade, Ref. ͓33͔. The experiments with a central clearance region with no entry shear were modeled by calculating half the span with the central symmetry plane modeled as a solid wall with no shear stress acting on it. A normal boundary layer was specified at the other end-wall. The tip clearance was 2.05% of span ͑/cϭ0.047͒. A very closely spaced grid was used near the tip clearance region with eight grid points in the tip gap. The pressure distributions at different spanwise locations were found to be in close agreement with those observed by Lakshminarayana in his comprehensive experiments.
The components of blade lift along the span thus calculated ͑axial and tangential components, L x and L u ) are shown in Fig. 1 . It is seen that the lift increases slightly towards the blade tip, in agreement with Lakshminarayana's measurements. There is of course no retained lift across the clearance space but the lift force drops suddenly and very rapidly close to the blade end. This means that Lakshminarayana's observation of a concentrated shed vortex near the tip is confirmed, and by implication his model for calculating the induced drag has considerable validity. Figure 2 shows the calculated losses for one half of the span of Lakshimarayana's cascade. The loss through the central clearance region can be compared with the normal secondary losses calculated at the end-wall of the cascade, where there is an inlet boundary layer but no clearance. The clearance loss is much greater than the normal secondary loss.
The actual details of the flow are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 ; it is here that CFD comes into its own, showing a degree of detail that it would be very difficult to measure experimentally. The clearance flow separates round the pressure side corner at the tip of the blade causing a sharp local suction with a length scale proportional to the very small radius of curvature of the corner. It is the small length scale of this corner flow that causes the lift to be retained so close to the tip. Towards the trailing edge the shed vorticity ͑present in the shear layer͒ in this clearance flow builds up into a strong vortex near the suction surface. It is the reduced static pressure on the blade suction surface due to this vortex, Fig.  4 , that causes the lift to increase near the blade tip. Since the reduced static pressure occurs near the trailing edge where the camber line angle is near axial the effect on the tangential lift coefficient is greater than that on the axial one.
Lakshminaryana repeated his original experiment, firstly with ͑a͒ a weak shear flow and secondly ͑b͒ with a realistic end-wall boundary layer, both at entry to the central clearance region. The interaction between the secondary flow and the clearance flow became strong in the second of these experiments ͑b͒, the two loss regions joining together. Indeed Lakshminarayana argued that there was probably an optimum tip clearance for the clearance flow to counteract the normal secondary flow and minimize the combined loss, as he illustrated subsequently in his book, ͓1͔. He did not modify his loss correlation expression for this combined flow case ͑b͒; his emphasis in 1962 was on trying to predict the outlet angle variation.
End-Wall Flows.
Many papers in the literature are devoted to study of the ''boundary layers'' on the annulus walls. But it is now generally agreed that conventional boundary layer theory is inappropriate for describing these flows, as they are threedimensional, often with areas of separation. However, the concept of the ''ultimate steady flow'' ͑USF͒ first described by Howell ͓46͔ and later by Smith ͓47͔-that through an ''embedded'' stage in a multistage compressor or turbine where the flow changes little between entry and exit-has proved useful and enlightening. Transactions of the ASME Smith made some penetrating observations about USF, three of which we reproduce here.
''It is seen . . . in a twelve-stage compressor . . . that the flow does not actually deteriorate, but remains reasonably well behaved. Of course the flow details may be quite complex, particularly near the walls. Evidence that losses are larger near the walls than at mid-passage is given . . . . The excess total temperature near the blade ends is seen to increase as the flow proceeds through the compressor: the fluid near the walls is the receptacle of the energy dissipated by these losses.'' ''As the flow passes through one ͑USF͒ stage all streamlines will experience the same increase in static pressure; this must be so because the same radial and circumferential distribution of velocities exist and hence radial and circumferential pressure gradients must be the same according to the momentum equation. Furthermore all streamlines experience the same increase in total pressure, which is the same as the static pressure because the dynamic pressure is the same at stage inlet and outlet from each streamline.'' ''The momentum theorem tells us that the sum of the axial force on the rotor blades and the axial force on the stator vanes is equal to the static pressure rise across the stage multiplied by the annulus area . . . . Since this static pressure rise is constant over the annulus, the axial force per unit span varies as the radius, i.e. it does not fall off rapidly in the hub and casing boundary layers as we approach the wall. Actually the axial force component per unit span ͑divided by the radius͒ must increase slightly as we approach the wall to account for the fact that there is no blade surface to support a force in the tip clearance area. We are unable to make this statement for rotor blades and stator vanes individually, but only for the sum of their forces.'' CFD was used by Bolger and Horlock ͓48͔, assisted by Denton, to study the flow in a four-stage compressor tested by Howard et al. at Cranfield ͓49͔. This calculation showed the repeating stage phenomenon very clearly, casing blockage increasing across each rotor row ͑with tip clearance͒ and hub blockage across each stator row ͑with clearance͒. The blockages ͑displacement thicknesses͒ were then restored across the next rows ͑without clearance͒ to provide the repeating or ultimate steady flow. Developing Smith's arguments and using Lakshminarayana's concept of retained lift, Horlock ͓50͔ estimated the changes in the momentum deficit ͑and blockage͒ across rotor and stator rows in a fully developed USF stage ͑making the further assumption of a thin endwall region at large radius, so that static pressures near the endwall were virtually constant at rotor and stator exit͒. We have revisited and improved these CFD calculations ͑using more grid points͒ for Howard's four stage compressor, in order to look in more detail at the flow, particularly the lift variations. Broadly the calculations again confirm Smith's interpretation of the USF stage. The axial velocity and stagnation pressure profiles repeat quite well ͑the fourth stage is an exception as it has experiences no ''upstream effect'' from a downstream rotor͒. Smith's observation that the difference between the stagnation temperature near the walls and that at midspan increased continually through the machine is only partly confirmed. The work input per unit radius ⌬WϭL u Uϭc x sc p ⌬T 0 ) repeats; its magnitude increases towards the walls as L u increases, but the axial velocity drops so ⌬T 0 increases. However, such a build up of higher stagnation temperature near the walls is opposed by heat transfer, through both conduction and ͑much more importantly͒ turbulent mixing, from the walls towards midspan. The rate of heat transfer will increase with stage number so that eventually the excess work may be cancelled by increased heat transfer. The calculated losses also increase towards the wall, balancing some of the excess work to deliver the approximately unchanging stagnation pressure profiles. Here, we show just three of the results from of these new CFD calculations.
͑a͒ Figure 5 shows the axial and tangential lift coefficients for the rotors and stators ͑lift components L x and L u per unit span divided by midspan relative dynamic head at stage entry͒. The forms of the lift coefficients are remarkably similar to those observed by Lakshminarayana in his cascade experiments and shown in Fig. 1 . They also confirm Smith's arguments on lift in the USF stage; the tangential lift coefficients are substantially constant along the blade up to quite close to the tip clearance and then drop suddenly. The above expression for ⌬W then implies that with a constant axial velocity the temperature rise in the mainstream is independent of span. At the nonclearance ends the lift drops in the end-wall region ͑as in the calculations of Lakshminarayana's cascade͒. The axial lift coefficient of the rotors increases almost linearly with radius as predicted by Smith in the discussion reproduced above.
͑b͒ Figure 6 gives the calculated flow angles, which indicate that at the clearance end the tip clearance flow swamps the effects of conventional secondary flow. At the nonclearance ends there is conventional secondary flow-overturning at the wall and underturning outside the end wall region in the mainstream. These angle distributions are similar to those observed by Howard et al. ͓49͔ at the stator casing, which were somewhat surprising. It might be expected that in a compressor the low velocity coming off the rotor tip clearance and casing boundary layer, with consequent high incidence ͑or skew͒ and ''reverse'' secondary vorticity for the flow into the stator, would lead to reduction in the secondary vorticity at stator exit͒.
͑c͒ Figure 7 shows contour plots of the axial velocity at stage 3 rotor exit and stator exit. These plots do not show much evidence of large low velocity separated flow areas; indeed in Smith's terms ͑and Howell's͒ the flow is quite well behaved. The similarity of the rotor flow to that in Lakshimarayana's cascade, Fig. 2 , is quite remarkable. This tends to support the use of cascade testing which has sometimes been said to have little relevance to real compressor flow.
Computation of Secondary Flows.
Modern numerical methods with more than about 200,000 grid points per blade row have negligible numerical errors and will predict an inviscid flow very accurately. Their limitation comes in the turbulence and boundary layer transition modelling needed to predict viscous effects. As a result such methods are probably more accurate when applied to turbines rather than to compressors because the viscous effects are less dominant.
A good example of the use of CFD is to predict complex secondary flows in turbine blades. However, in order to do this accurately the inlet boundary layer profiles on the endwalls must be known. This is usually available for cascades but unfortunately it is virtually never known in a real turbine. The importance of this is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows calculated stagnation pressure contours behind the turbine cascade tested by Harrison ͓51͔. Transactions of the ASME viscous effects on the endwall are necessary to obtain a reasonable prediction. Even the viscous calculation is of limited accuracy because it cannot model the state of the end-wall boundary layer within the blade passage. This was assumed to be fully turbulent because the inlet boundary layer was turbulent. Harrison showed the new endwall boundary layer downstream of the separation line was largely laminar and no CFD code is yet able to predict this relaminarization. However, the calculation does show clearly the formation and roll-up of the horseshoe vortices and the growth of the passage vortex. The total loss present just downstream of the blade row is reasonably well predicted, 4.8% compared to 5.4%, but what is not predictable from a steady calculation is the extra loss produced when the vortices mix out in the following blade row.
The Current Use of CFD in Design
Modern turbomachinery design relies almost completely on CFD to develop three-dimensional blade sections. Simple methods with empirical input are still needed for the mean-line design and for through-flow calculations and it is often emphasised by experienced designers that if the one-dimensional design is not correct ͑e.g., the blade diffusion factors and stage loading͒, then no amount of CFD will produce a good design. What CFD really provides is the ability to exploit the three-dimensional nature of the flow to control undesirable features such as corner separations in compressors or strong secondary flows in turbines.
Since loss predictions by CFD are still not accurate, interpretation of its results requires considerable skill and experience. Good physical understanding and judgement of when the flow has been improved remain very important. There are many reported examples of the successful use of CFD to improve designs but also many unreported failures. Examples of success are the use of bowed blades to control secondary loss in turbines and the use of sweep and bow to reduce corner separations in compressors; both of these techniques are now routinely used in production machines. Another example of three-dimensional design is the use of sweep to reduce the shock losses in transonic fans. This is a flow where experimental measurements of the shock structure are extremely difficult and our understanding of the flow is obtained almost entirely from CFD. However, in this case the author has shown ͑Denton and Xu ͓52͔͒ that benefits are not so obvious. Figure 9 shows that although the shock can be made swept over the outer part of the span, it must always intersect the casing perpendicularly, and so any benefits of shock sweep are lost in the region where shock losses are greatest.
Potential Developments and Conclusions
The capabilities of CFD are continually improving and there can be little doubt that future turbomachinery designs will rely even more heavily on it than they do at present. The current trend is to move to multistage and unsteady predictions, both of which require increased computer power, and to much more detailed consideration of secondary gas paths, such as cooling flows, leakage flows and cavity flows. Steady multistage calculations must inevitably model the unsteady interaction between blade rows by such techniques as mixing planes or deterministic stresses. These models are approximate and their limitations need to be explored by detailed flow measurements on multistage machines. Thus they create more rather than less need for experimental testing but much of this testing can be done on model and low-speed machines and the resulting validated CFD used to design real highspeed machines.
Unsteady calculations are still too time consuming to be used for routine design but they are starting to be used for specific investigations. Their results can be used to obtain the unsteady blade loading and hence to assess the mechanical limitations of blading. The implications of unsteady flow on the loss generation are just starting to be explored and questions such as whether the entropy generation is more or less when wakes and vortices mix out unsteadily in a downstream blade row, rather than in a steady flow, are starting to be answered by CFD rather than by experiment. Interpretation of unsteady CFD results can be almost as difficult as that of experimental results and good postprocessing techniques, such as obtaining the entropy generation rates, are needed. Again very high quality experimental data is needed to validate the predictions. In the long term unsteady techniques such as large eddy simulation and direct numerical simulation of turbulence will become practicable and these should remove many of the limitations of turbulence modeling.
The interaction of leakage flows, cooling flows and cavity flows with the main gas path flow has usually been neglected in the past but its importance is starting to be realized. Such flows can interact with the mainstream flow to produce shear layers which contain vorticity and hence generate additional secondary flows and losses. An example is shroud leakage flows in turbines; the leak- age flow from one blade row enters the next downstream blade row at a high negative incidence and greatly increases the secondary flow and loss in that row. These flows are becoming amenable to CFD calculations using methods with unstructured or multiblock grids. However, because such flows are inevitably highly turbulent, their prediction is very dependent on the turbulence modelling in the codes, and so is of limited accuracy. Experimental measurement of these flows is difficult because their length scale is often very small; however, it is necessary if the turbulence models are to be improved so that future CFD predictions become quantitative rather than qualitative. The message from all of these areas is that both improved CFD and improved experimental measurements will be needed in the future. The function of experiments will be to calibrate CFD rather than to develop new designs. One message becomes very clear, however; it is that engineers with high analytical and computational ability, who are very familiar with experimental techniques and who have excellent physical understanding will be needed to produce the developments of the future. We need more engineers and teachers like Budugur Lakshminarayana. 
